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A typical IELTS class?
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Is self confidence important?

Self esteem Self confidence
• Belief in yourself

± 4-7% of variance in 

grades.*

• Belief in your ability to 

perform a task

+12% of variance in 

grades. *

* Hansford, B, and Hattie, J, 

(1982), Review of Educational 

Research, Spring
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Faced with challenge … 

Self confidence faced with challenges
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By the end of this workshop...

...you’ll be better able to differentiate 

learning objectives, differentiate classroom 

activities and encourage learner reflection.
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Learning objectives

By the end of the lesson, you will be (better) 

able to...

Ss listen to Part 4 Qs on art in 
education and identify reasons. 

Ss examine structure of an 
argument and do work on this.

Ss answer Part 4 Qs on sport in 
education.
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Learning objective

By the end of the lesson, students will be 

(better) able to justify an opinion 

coherently. 
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Differentiated learning objectives

By the end of the lesson, all students will 

be (better) able to...

Some students will be (better) able to...
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Differentiated learning objectives

All of you will be (better) able to give an 

opinion and at least two reasons.

Some of you will be (better) able to justify 

your argument coherently.

Some of you will be (better) able to use 

complex sentences when doing this.
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Where to differentiate?

The content

The instructional process

The product

Carol Ann Tomlinson, 2000
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Ways to differentiate learning objectives

1. The content

give a opinion justify an opinion

Weaker students Stronger students
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Ways to differentiate learning objectives

2. By instructional process
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Ways to differentiate learning objectives

3. The product

Answer Qs on 

sports in 

education

Answer Qs on 

the arts in 

education

Weaker students Stronger students
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Sharing learning objectives with students

Get your students to decide

I can organize the opinions in my description with a range of connectors.    

Very confident                             Fairly confident                             Not confident



How can we differentiate exam tasks and 

other classroom activities?

• A part 2 writing task 

• A gap-fill exercise with a word choice box in a 

vocabulary lesson

• A multiple choice listening task

• A matching headings reading task
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Differentiating writing tasks
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Write at least 100 words.



Differentiate good and bad models of 

writing
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Personalise success criteria

Success criteria tell students how they can 

achieve the learning objective. They can be 

personalised.

My goal: Use correct spelling and 

punctuation.



Writing frames

Unemployment has always been a major concern 

because ...     Recently...    This essay will look at...

At the beginning of the century...   The impact of 

this is that...

However...     This will result in...

In conclusion...
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Differentiating language activities
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Differentiating language activities
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Differentiating multiple choice tasks
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Differentiating reading tasks
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Differentiating reading tasks
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Answer these questions

1) What was killed in Africa? 
2) What was banned after the 

death?
3) What is permitted in Namibia, 

South Africa, Tanzania and 
Zambia? 

4) What would be difficult if airlines 
stopped transporting animals?

5) What is a bigger problem than 
legal hunting?

6) What happened in Nambia in the 
1970s and 80s?

7) How many animal protection 
organizations rely on legal 
hunting there? 

8) What problem does Namibia 
have at the moment?

9) How might the weather affect 
animals?
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1) Vary the task

Facts

A lion was killed.

There was an airline 

ban on ‘trophy’ 

animals.

Opinions

People on social 

media were furious.

Banning hunting can 

be harmful.
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Does it help to answer 

the question?



2) Let them choose the challenge

Main points

A lion was killed in 

Africa.

Opinions

Stopping hunting may 

harm animals.

Reactions

How can banning 

hunting be bad?
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3) Differentiate the challenge
1) Lower challenge – pre-teach core vocabulary

2) Higher challenge – invite students to identify unknown 
words and guess their meaning
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3) Differentiate the content

1) Allow students to bring in

their own reading text



4) Limit the options
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Paragraph B

i Using hunting to stop a worse crime

iii Trying to make a living 



4) Success criteria

How will students know whether they have 

fulfilled the learning objective?
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Listen to Jorge doing the test task and answer 

the questions.

1 Does he talk about the subject for a long time, 

using a variety of vocabulary? 

2 If he doesn’t know a word, does he describe it well 

using different words? 

3 Does he use words correctly? 

Listen again and answer the questions about 

Jorge’s pronunciation. 

1 Does he pronounce words clearly so you can 

understand him? 

2 Does he sound interested in what he is saying? 



Success criteria for Writing Part 1
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1)Have you got better?

2)How many words did you write?

3)Did you describe the key features of the graph?

4)Did you provide at least 2 examples of data to back 

up your answer?



The aim of differentiated 

learning is …

• To give fair opportunities to every member of the 

class.

• To recognise progress.

• To develop a positive attitude towards learning to 

achieve in future goals.

• To develop learner awareness.
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Differentiating exam tasks
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Yes, but everyone’s taking the 

same exam so should do the 

same exam tasks.

Yes, but my students won’t like 

to do different tasks to their 

classmates.
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By the end of this workshop...

...you’ll be better able to differentiate 

learning objectives, differentiate classroom 

activities and encourage learner reflection.



Thank you!
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